
Web Resources

Note-making
Napier university in Edinburgh have 
provided a very comprehensive guide to 
note-making including short video and 
audio commentaries from students. 
Well worth a look.

http://www2.napier.ac.uk/getready/mana
ging_information/note_making.html

Wiltshire college have put  together a 
range of resources about note-making. 
This is particularly well suited to people 
thinking  about  university  or  at  the 
beginning of their university career.

http://www.wiltshire.ac.uk/learning/study
_skills/making_notes_9.asp

A pdf containing ‘Ten top tips to note-
making’

http://www.edgehill.ac.uk/ls/HelpSup/gui
des/Note_Making.pdf

Aim  higher  highlights  some  simple 
practical ideas you can use to gain the 
most from your notes.  It also looks at 
the  psychological  aspects  of  note-
making in relation to active learning.

http://www.learnhigher.ac.uk/learningare
as/notemaking/home.htm

The nursing and midwifery study skills 
toolkit provides you with the 
opportunity to consider a number of 
content specific worked examples.

http://www.elanguages.ac.uk/activities/3
N&M/2/cdu2s30103K.htm

If you enjoy mind-mapping this is the 
site for you – full of ideas and 
inspiration!!

http://www.buzan.com.au/learning/mindm
apgallery.html
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Note making
Page 180 of the book refers to additional questions about note-making on placement. 
Try these questions to hone your skills.  Answers are found at the bottom of the page.

1.  All entries made in clinical notes must include:

1.
2.
3.

2. When making entries in client/patient notes they must be

Clear
Accurate
R
E

3. If a person completes a task independently they do so…..

4. What types of prompts may you need to offer a client/patient

5. If you make a mistake within your notes you need to………

6. Why is it important to avoid the use of jargon within notes

7.  SOAP notes are a form of notes.  SOAP stands for

8. How might you record an entry to describe a person who moves around a 
kitchen without any walking aids and makes a cup of tea for themselves 
without any help?

How might you describe an observation you have made of a person who has 
problems working out the order to putting on their clothes?

How might you describe a child who has problems holding a pen to write?



Answers
1.  All entries in clinical notes must include

Date of entry
Time
Signature/initials or printed name

2.  When making entries in client/patient notes they must be

Clear
Accurate
Relevant
Exceptions (document anything unusual that occurs)

3. If a person completes a task independently they do so…..

 Correctly without assistance or prompting.

4. What types of prompts may you need to offer a client/patient

Verbal 
Gestural
Physical

5. If you make a mistake within your notes you need to………

Strike a single line through the mistake, sign and date it

6. Why is it important to avoid the use of jargon within notes

Can lead to confusion and misinterpretation.  Also notes can be seen by 
clients/patients and it is important therefore that they can be understood.

7.  SOAP notes are a form of notes.  SOAP stands for

Subjective objective/observation, analysis/assessment plan

8. How might you record an entry to describe a person who moves around a 
kitchen without any walking aids and makes a cup of tea for themselves without 
any help?

Mrs. X mobilised around the kitchen without the use of a walking aid and made 
a cup of tea independently.

Mr. Y had difficulties sequencing garments when dressing, putting underwear 
over his trousers.

Miss V was unable to use a tripod grip to hold her pen. 


